Hi everyone, it’s Vera. From Queen Gypsy Restaurant.

I just wanted to reach out to everyone in this unique and weird time. I hope and trust everyone is
healthy and safe. On the recommendation of organizations such as BIA and the request of friends and
their families, I have decided to offer some family size meals for takeout to our community.
This way people can have a night free of cooking while still putting a healthy home cooked meal on the
table for their loved ones. The food is very easy to reheat and eat, or perfect for freezing for future use.
Food should be sealed in the fridge or freezer air tight and it will keep very well, no preservatives are
used in the preparation of the food.
Cleanliness precautions and how to pay:
All cooking would be done under pristine clean conditions, as usual. In an effort to keep myself and the
community healthy we are also implementing a few new guidelines as well. Firstly we will have
disposable gloves available, and offer them to any customers during the pick up process. We are
cleaning and sanitizing heavily, but would like to take extra and all precautions. A disposable bin to
dispose of your gloves will be available. The door will be propped open so as to avoid handling it. Cash
will be dealt with in a professional, clean and sanitary fashion. Exact change would be appreciated and
would result in less handling of the money itself. Regular interact transactions would be available as
well.

You can place an order by email to me directly and include your phone number so I may call you to
confirm the order and let you know when it can be picked up.
You have not placed your order until receiving A CONFIRMATION EMAIL or PHONE CALL IN RETURN
from me to confirm your order. And I will also tell you when it should be ready for pickup.

FAMILY SIZE TAKEOUT MENU
You have your choice of these:
1. FAMILY SIZE QUEEN GYPSY STEW
A family size aluminum tray full of QUEEN GYPSY STEW. Made from fresh pork tenderloin
chunks, with caramelized onions, peppers, and tomatoes, and a nice blend of European spices
and herbs. Famous from the restaurant, it has a very mild spiciness to it. A beautiful rich red
stew bursting with nutrition and flavour. A staple in my family growing up.
(Feeds a family of 4 people or more)
$40
2. FAMILY SIZE FAMOUS PIEROGIES
A family size aluminum tray full of fresh made pierogies, 24 pierogies cooked in our 2 cream
sauce and 3 types of cheese with pieces of bacon.
(Feeds a family of 4 people or more)
$40
3. FAMILY PACK OF PORK SCHNITZEL SANDWICHES

Four breaded pork schnitzel sandwiches on fresh home made buns. Topped with caramelized
onions or sauerkraut just like at the market.
(Feeds a family of 4 people or more)
$40

SIDES
4. FAMILY SIZE RICE
A family size aluminum tray full of long grain rice , Queen Gypsy style.
(Feeds plenty)
$20
5. FAMILY SIZE COLESLAW
A family size aluminum tray of vera’s signature coleslaw.
(Feeds plenty)
$20
and baked goods as well…..
6. FRESH BAKED WHITE SANDWICH BUNS
Freshly baked white buns, good for eating with any meal.
Good for freezing when sealed in a bag.
$10 (for bag of 10)
7. VERA’S FAMOUS CHELSEA BUNS
Good for freezing when sealed/saran wrapped.
$10 (pack of 2)
Please remember: These dishes are made fresh, and with no preservatives. They are easy to reheat and
eat, with just a little time in the oven, and ready to freeze as well, if need be. Just keep them sealed.

You can email me at:
vera@queengypsy.ca

